Quick Start Guide
SMART-CALLER
CALLER NURSE-CALL
NURSE CALL SYSTEM
‘WINWATCH’ Mk5 Nurse Call Software Program

1. Introduction
The Winwatch software program provides a ‘single operating platform’ for the overall onsite and off-site monitoring and reporting requirements.
It is a program under ‘continual development’ offering the
he perfect software solution for
Ageing-in-Place and Smart-House
House monitoring whilst providing management objectives. It
also accommodates caring for Staff and safe containment of ‘tagged’ assets. This Quick
Start Guide is based on Software Revision Mk5 introduced during late 2016 and focuses
particularly on the comprehensive logging and reporting facilities.

2. Generating a ‘Staff Assist’
A
call
Every call point regardless of it being a master or slave call-point has the ability to
generate a STAFF ASSIST call by the staff simply pressing the call and cancel buttons
simultaneously however dedicated Staff Assist call-points
points are also available for Hospital
applications.

Pressing these 2 buttons toge
together
at the same time will generate a
STAFF ASSIST
SSIST call.
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3. Generating Reports
An extensive range of Reports is possible providing overall information including the
ability to ‘Drill-Down’ on a specific item of interest. One of the most used objectives of
the Winwatch Reporting Menu is to allow management to be able to establish staff
attendance response times or to investigate a particular incident.
Accordingly the reporting options allow for both actual and comparative results to be
viewed, filed, printed or emailed as required. A Report may be configured to be by time
of day, selection of days, weeks or months. The Report can be configured to identify the
activity and response times from a single call-point (or device) to a group or location of
such devices.
For example detailed or summary reports can easily be created for High Care, Low Care
and Independent Living Locations plus OH&S, Duress, RTLS Asset Tracking. Also included is
a ‘System Wide Audit Report’ plus other monitoring and reporting possibilities.
There are many alternative techniques for generating reports, some of which are shown
below:-

Ward/Wing Activity Report
Ward/Wing Activity Report – with selected options
System Audit Report

In summary the Location Reporting capabilities assume that the various site locations
have been predetermined within the software database whereby each call-point or
other device has been given location identification.
In the alternative where such device location has not been established within the system
database it is possible to use the ‘Overall Log File’ located within the ‘Enquiry’ Menu in
order to create a wide range of general purpose Reports. Such reports would however,
not support the ability to create location specific reports. It does however also
accommodate the ability to ‘drill-down’ on and to provide a report on a specific device
or incident.
As the site-wide ‘General Log File’ is widely used for reporting purposes we introduce this
alternative technique elsewhere within this Quick Start Guide.
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Ward/Wing Activity Report
The Ward/Wing activity report can be found under ‘Reports’ which is located in the
toolbar on the top left hand side. Ward/Wing activity Reports can include a combination
of location, person and events.
Assuming that your required groups or locations have been predetermined within the
overall database you can then begin by selecting the location you would like to
investigate and to create a report. The locations will be displayed on the lower left hand
side of the display and once a location is selected, the rooms (or other devices) within
that location will appear in the list next to the Location list.
As identified in the diagram below you then have a wide range of options from which to
choose and to create the precise report that you wish to view, file, print and/or email.
A matter of particular importance is the selection of the average time that management
considers to be suitable for the Staff to have attended and cancelled a call. If a [0] entry
is selected (as shown below) it follows that every call of any interval will be included in
the report thereby providing an accurate assessment of the true Elapsed time for call
attendance.
Where (for example) 10 minutes is selected the report will process only those calls that
were unattended beyond that interval and any averaging calculations will similarly be
based on the average time beyond that 10 minute threshold that has be established for
that report.
Set the call attendance ‘Elapsed
Time’ beyond which you need to
report. 10 Minutes is generally
considered an acceptable interval.

Set the range for
the time and date
of the report.

Summary is just a one page Report summarising all
calls whereas Detailed shows a list of all selected
individual calls.

AFTER Having selected your
options
Now press ‘Preview’ button to
create a report.

Select the Filters you want
to apply to your report.
Set
‘Summary’ or
‘Detailed’
Report Type
Click 'Select all to include all clients.

Select a location
to bring up the
rooms within that
location.
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Select the Clients to include in the
report.

Ward/Wing Activity Report -with selected Options
As the title infers this alternative Report is basically the same form of report as described
above but including some additional options to accommodate some special reporting
requirements.
In particular, under the heading of ‘Alarm Type’ it allows the specific time and date
reporting of specifically selected priority calls such as Staff Assist, Emergency, Duress and
other separately identifiable types of call.
It also has a ‘Client Search’ capability (‘Client’ being a particular call-point
point or device).
This form of reporting is also possible via other Report and Log File sources of information.

Audit Devices Report.
The Audit Devices Report
eport allows users to determine which devices have been activated
within the report build interval or selected date range. This can determine the location of
any call-point,
point, door contact or other such device that has failed to be activated (or may
require service) for a selected period. Running
R
the report
port prior to an intended
accreditation inspection would seem to be advisable.
advisable

Firstly select the
date range.

There are two types of reports.
Selecting 'not used' will only show the
devices not used within the date
range.
Selecting 'all' will show both used and
not used devices all within the same
report.

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM SET-UP
SET
AND WARNING
(For the attention of Maintenance and Installation personnel)
The picture below shows a database entry for a Bedside Master Call-Point
Point showing the
box to be ticked for that device to be included within the scope of the Audit.
It is important to leave the System Audit box un-ticked
un ticked for devices such as smoke
detectors etc. that are controlled via the Fire
Panel Database (i.e. high level interface
systems).
WARNING!!
It should be noted that for nurse call systems installed prior
to 2006 (Approximately) it was common practice for the
Resident’s Ensuite call-points
points to be merely slave call-points
call
operating via the bedside master call-point
call
circuit. The
Ensuite call-points
points would not therefore be included within
the Audit Report.
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Logfile Enquiry Report.
Another method of creating comprehensive Reports is through the logfile which is found
under the menu heading ‘Enquiry’.

This is a particularly important Reporting facility for those sites that do not have, or do not
wish to create separate Reporting Locations. This typically applies to small RACF and SRS
sites in addition to Medical Centres and similar specialist facilities.
Once you have selected ‘Logfile Enquiry’, enter the date range, set the filter options and
refresh the grid in order to bring up the list of clients that correspond to the filters set and
just like all the other types of reports you press ‘Preview’ to create the report.
It will be noted that the main Log File display below includes most of the optional filters
that are also provided within the Report File displays and therefore need no further
explanation.
Tick to show only ‘timed out’ calls typically set to 30
or 45 minutes within the System Set-Up menu.

Select ‘Single’ to select client
identification (Typically a call-point)
from the ‘pull-down’ table that will
appear.

Refresh grid to show the
filtered client list.

If shown as ticked this will identify that
this call has timed out without being
attended or the Call Cancel button
was not pressed.
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4. Manual Paging

Another key feature of Winwatch is to manually page (or deliver alphanumeric text
messages) to Pocket Pagers, DECT or Wi-Fi mobile phones, Fixed location Annunciator or
Monitor screen displays and if necessary to communicate traffic to off-site to 3G Mobile
phones. The Winwatch system can be programmed to simultaneously despatch such
text message all or any such destinations. Daily messages can also be sent to instruct
Carer Staff of specific Daily requirements.
All this is done within the Manual Paging menu where it is also possible set a daily backdrop message to Annunciators. This can include displaying the real time on all
Annunciators by typing the word ‘TIME’ into the daily message entry line instead of
compiling a word message to be used as the back-up or ‘fall back” message.
Choose the required
destination/s for the message.

Type the
message to be
sent

Select whether
message will be
sent as :1= Normal,
2= Assist
3= Emergency

Entering the word ‘Time’ as shown below will display the time instead of
showing asterisks or a compiled daily message on the Annunciators.
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5. “F” Hot-Key (Fast System Access)
The overall Winwatch software program comprises two separate operating programs
(known as exe programs or executable files) the active screen that displays the incoming
calls and should always be on-screen
on
is known as WINMONITOR (winmo
(winmonitor.exe).
Meanwhile the other program that
that carries all of the databases and control functions
along with system setup is known as WINWATCH (Winwatch.exe).
The active Winmonitor.exe program must be active on-screen
on screen to receive and process
the call traffic whereas Winwatch is not required to be active and if left in that condition
will automatically close down when not in use (i.e. will commence a closing sequence
with due screen warning messages if not detecting recent key stroke activity).
However, itt is convenient for certain ‘user accessible’ winwatch.exe functions to be
easily and quickly available from within the Winmonitor screen without having to start up
the Winwatch program. These various functions are available and listed at the top of the
Winmonitor screen and refer to the functions available via the keyboard top row “F” keys
as shown below:-

It is important to note that when pressing any temporary hot-key
hot key option the system will
buffer (delay) all incoming calls whilst an F-key function is deployed. The system will
therefore also close the temporary F-Key
F
activity after 45 seconds if not already exited by
the user. The
he available functions are described as follows:follows:
Pressing F4 accesses the system’s manual paging facility. As with all F-key
key short
short-term
access this
his is possible from the head-end
head
computer keyboard or from a network work
station.
Pressing F7 will ask you if you really wish to clear all of the Annunciator displays – pressing
[Y] for [Yes] or clicking onto the ‘invitation to proceed’ will remove all such currently
displayed Annunciator traffic thereby providing a ‘clean start’ condition for all
Annunciators.
Pressing F8 will immediately take you into the incoming log file should you wish to view
some recent event. If you need some time to view or process reports please do not use
the ‘F’key access and instead open the Winwatch.exe program where an automatic
time-out
out will not occur. See next item to start the Winwatch.exe program.
Pressing F9 will display the user name and password request boxes to start
start-up the
Winwatch.exe program rather than seeking the short cut access via the desk top or
other means.
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6. Help Desk Facilities
Smart-Caller provides a 24/7 Help Desk on-line facility to all clients that qualify.
Qualification includes the agreement to allow Smart-Caller Staff and accredited Service
Providers remote access to the client’s head-end system computer and for payment to
Smart-Caller of a nominal annual Licence/Maintenance Fee.
Services provided within the Help Desk Agreement includes free of charge software
upgrades where considered necessary by our Service Department to maintain system
integrity. The Help Desk service also provides on-Line technical service and assistance to
the Client’s staff as required.
Contact Smart-Caller at sales@smartcaller.com.au for full details relating to the on-line
Help-Desk Service and Assistance arrangements.
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